Sew a Chicken

What you’ll need . . .

- Fabric scraps
- Felt
- Sewing pins
- Needle
- Thread
- Embroidery floss
- Fiberfill
- Rice


2. Place comb, waddle, and beak on fabric as shown in the photo.

3. Fold the bottom edge of the fabric up to meet the top edge.

4. Pin through both layers of fabric and the felt pieces to keep the felt in place as you sew.
5. Sew up the right edge and the top edge. Leave the left edge open.

6. Turn the chicken right side out. Make sure that the waddle, comb, and beak pieces are secured well.

7. To sew the eyes, use black embroidery floss and sew a French knot on each side.

8. Fill the chicken with a small handful of fiberfill and a small amount of rice.

9. Turn the raw edges under and pinch the entire side shut. The top seam (where your felt comb is sticking out), should now be in the middle. This will give your bean bag a pyramid shape. Sew this edge shut.